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The Tax Court and the U.S. Court of Federal Claims agree, continued from page 2

operations of the LLPs and LLCs. Accordingly, the
members were entitled to apply all seven of the tests for
material participation and were not limited to the three
prescribed for limited partners.
The Internal Revenue Service had also treated two
interests in tenancy in common as limited partnerships
which the Tax Court rejected.

Thompson v. United States

Thompson v. United States, cited approvingly both
Gregg v. United States and Garnett v. Commissioner
but went beyond those decisions in stating that the
regulation “. . . is simply inapplicable to membership
interests in an LLC.” That suggests that the current
I.R.C. § 469 does not limit the losses in question.
Reprinted with permission from the July 31, 2009 issue of
Agricultural Law Digest, Agricultural Law Press Publications,
Brownsville, Oregon. Footnotes not included.

The decision of the U.S. Court of Federal Claims,
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T

he vertical integration of the hog industry was
supposed to lead to a more efficient, rational use
of resources at the integrator level and reduce
the risks at the producer level through contracts. In late
August 2009, the price for hogs in the Iowa-Southern
Minnesota Direct hog trade was just over $45/cwt,
compared to nearly $85/cwt a year earlier. Production
costs have exceeded market costs in 20 of the last 22
months.
But it wasn’t supposed to happen this way. With contracts, the integrators were supposed to have greater
control over the hog cycle than when there were a large
number of small producers.
But things don’t always work out the way they were
planned.
In the mid-1990s, the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA) set the framework for an integrated North American hog industry just at the time that the
Canadians abolished their Crow Rate grain transportation subsidy for grain that reduced the transportation
cost of getting Western Canadian grain to markets.
With the elimination of the subsidy, these Western Canadian farmers began to cast about for an alternate way
to protect their income. With the encouragement of the
provinces they went into hog production, adding value
to their locally produced grain and oilseeds. Hog production increased, and the number of feeder pigs sold

into the US increased from less than a million head in
1995 to over 6 million head in 2008.
This is the same period in which the U.S. saw dramatic
gains in production efficiency as the number of sows
fell and production increased. The number of active
producers also fell as many smaller operators got out of
hog production and others grew in size.
This increase in production was needed to meet the
growing export demand that zoomed from less than
a billion pounds in 1995 to nearly 5 billion pounds in
2008. At the same time, U.S. consumption continued to
increase, although not as rapidly as export demand.
As long as demand was booming, the hog industry
was in good condition. However, it only takes a small
change at the margin to trigger dramatic results.
Some of the new markets like Russia then decided that
they needed to develop their own domestic pork industry. They did not want to be at the mercy of foreign
suppliers for a commodity as important as pork, so they
began to find ways to restrict their imports of pork and
provide incentives to domestic producers.
The financial crisis that began in 2008 started to put
economic pressure on US households to reduce their
total expenses, and the consumption of pork fell by 1.7
percent from 2007 to 2008.
continued on page 4
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The hog industry: It wasn’t supposed to happen this way!, continued from page 3

And if economic pressures weren’t enough, 2009 saw
the outbreak of a novel strain of H1N1, referred to in
the press as “swine flu.” Despite the fact that humans
cannot get the flu from eating pork, the sale of pork
dropped off, and some importers used it as a reason to
restrict the importation of pork products from the US.
In the past, losses in hog production resulted in farmers
hauling some of their sows to market and selling their
grain instead of feeding it to their hogs. With the integration of the hog industry, some farmers got out of the
meat business and concentrated on grain production.
Similarly, other farmers focused their resources entirely
on hog production. Those producers are now finding it
difficult to reduce their production because they have
no alternate source of income. As a result, the contraction of the hog industry is happening at a glacial pace.
Many producers are waiting for the other person to
blink first.
In all of this we have seen the development of a perfect
storm that has driven hog prices sharply downward.
It wasn’t supposed to happen this way. Ending transportation subsidies in Canada was supposed to eliminate distortions in the grain market. As a result, we
ended up with increased hog production because West-

ern Canadian farmers saw it as away to diversify their
income sources and increase the value of their grains
by feeding them to hogs.
Integration was designed to allow packers to more efficiently use the capacity of their plants by scheduling
production to get away from the fall and winter surge in
slaughter demand. Signing contracts was supposed to
reduce the price risks in hog production.
NAFTA allowed for the development of a North American meat market in which each country would do what
it does best—Canada produced feeder pigs, the U.S.
fed those pigs to market weight, and Mexico imported
pork to feed its population. Exports were supposed
to be the future of the pork industry, but along came
a worldwide economic crisis, import restrictions, and
something called swine flu.
Any one of these issues is enough to challenge the pork
industry. Taken together, they call into question some
of the assumptions upon which the industry is built.
And in some ways it is less resilient than it was when
farmers could switch from grains to meats and back
depending on the relative profitability of each item.

Conservation Stewardship Program
by Mike Duffy, extension economist, 515-294-6160, mduffy@iastate.edu

T

he Conservation Stewardship Program (CSP)
is a new program in the 2008 Farm Bill. It
replaces the Conservation Security Program.
The acronyms for the two programs are the same but
the programs are entirely different. The new program
is available state wide and will offer payments to farm
operators based on additional conservation measures
they adopt for at least five years.
CSP is a continuous sign-up program but Sept. 30,
2009 was the deadline for the first ranking to determine
eligibility for payments.

Under the new CSP the operator works with an NRCS
conservationist and discusses the conservation practices
they currently use and the ones they intend to adopt.
The current practices determine eligibility for CSP and
they count in the final ranking for the operator.
The practices considered are those that affect the primary resources of concern for Iowa. These resources
are water quality, air quality, soil quality, and animals.
The list of practices includes such things as injecting or incorporating manure, dust control on unpaved
roads, extending existing filter strips, recycling farm
lubricants, and going to no-till. There are many other
practices for cropland, pasture and forest.
continued on page 5

